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Resistance to Ecocide 2023-02 graphic novel about a small group of friends who try to save the world from being destroyed by
capitalism using various strategies and tactics
Green Cultural Criminology 2014-06-05 over the last two decades green criminology has emerged as a unique area of study
bringing together criminologists and sociologists from a wide range of research backgrounds and varying theoretical orientations
it spans the micro to the macro from individual level environmental crimes and victimization to business corporate violations and
state transgressions there have been few attempts however to explicitly or implicitly integrate cultural criminology into green
criminology or vice versa this book moves towards articulating a green cultural criminological perspective brisman and south
examine existing overlapping research and offer a platform to support future excursions by green criminologists into cultural
criminology s concern with media images and representations consumerism and consumption and resistance at the same time
they offer an invitation to cultural criminologists to adopt a green view of the consumption landscape and the growth and
depictions of environmental harms green cultural criminology is aimed at students academics criminologists and sociologists
with an interest in green criminology and cultural criminology two of the most exciting new areas in criminology today
The Minimum Security Chronicles 2013-10-22 from the winner of the 2012 robert f kennedy journalism award a character driven
tale about our threatened environment and the practicality of putting contemporary revolutionary strategy into action in the
minimum security chronicles the latest long form narrative from robert f kennedy journalism award winning cartoonist stephanie
mcmillan lifelong friends kranti and bananabelle are rounded up during a protest and locked in a pen by a faraway railroad track
after their escape when trying to gain proof of their capture kranti discovers the future site of a nuclear power plant after
attempting to shut it down she learns of an even more ecologically dangerous enterprise a massive geo engineering project
scheduled to begin in a matter of weeks and so begins the tale of a group of friends among them an apolitical computer
programmer an aspiring musician who joins the occupy movement a lovestruck community gardener a militant bunny and a
guinea pig theorist who try to halt the plans of evil corporate overlords bent on destroying the earth for profit
Struggle for the Land 1999 policing and ecological crises and all the inequalities discrimination and violence they entail are
pressing contemporary problems ecological degradation biodiversity loss and climate change threaten local communities and
ecosystems and cumulatively the planet as a whole police brutality wars paramilitarism private security operations and
securitization more widely impact people especially people of colour and habitats this edited collection explores their
relationship and investigates the numerous ways in which police security and military forces intersect with reinforce and
facilitate ecological and climate catastrophe employing a case study based approach the book examines the relationships and
entanglements between policing and ecosystems revealing the intimate connection between political violence and ecological
degradation
Enforcing Ecocide 2022-06-30 this book contains peer reviewed proceedings of the 3rd international conference on rural socio
economic transformation a transdisciplinary approach for promoting sustainable resilience and just rural transitions in the era of
climate crisis ruset 2022 held in bogor indonesia in august 2022 this conference was held by the department of communication
and community development science in collaboration with asia rural sociology association arsa and pulitzer center the papers
reflect the conference sessions as follows communication agricultural extension digital communication for rural development
conflict and trans cultural communication risk and environmental communication communication and social movement family
communication agrarian ecology land grab and monocrop expansions rural livelihood vulnerability agrarian reform and peasant
movement natural resources governance migration and development community development social conflict and social
movement digital community poverty and community resilience corporate social responsibility csr rural decentralization and
democracy gender and rural development indigenous knowledge rural development policies ict4d communication for
development and social change smart village and social innovation climate adaptation and sustainable rural development
RUSET 2022 2023-11-20 in the 21st century environmental harm is an ever present reality of our globalised world over the last
20 years criminologists working alongside a range of other disciplines from the social and physical sciences have made great
strides in their understanding of how different institutions in society and criminal justice systems in particular respond or fail to
respond to the harm imposed on ecosystems and their human and non human components such research has crystallised into
the rapidly evolving field of green criminology this pioneering volume with contributions from leading experts along with younger
scholars represents the state of the art in criminologists pursuit of understanding in the environmental sphere while at the same
time challenging academics lawmakers and policy developers to explore new directions in the study of environmental harm
Greening Criminology in the 21st Century 2016-11-25 leading green criminologist rob white asks what can be learned from the
problem solving focus of crime prevention to help face the challenges of climate change in this call to arms for criminology and
criminologists industries such as energy food and tourism and the systematic destruction of the environment through global
capitalism are scrutinized for their contribution to global warming ideas of state corporate crime and ecocide are introduced and
explored in this concise overview of criminological writings on climate change this sound and robust application of theoretical
concepts to this new area also includes commentary on topical issues such as the us withdrawal from the paris climate
agreement part of the new horizons in criminology series which draws on the inter disciplinary nature of criminology and
incorporates emerging perspectives like social harm gender and sexuality and green criminology
Climate Change Criminology 2018-10-03 the first study to look at the intersection of the discourse of the anthropocene within
the two highly influential storytelling modes of fantasy and myth this book shows the need for stories that articulate visions of a
biocentric ecological civilization fantasy and myth have long been humanity s most advanced technologies for collective
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dreaming today they are helping us adopt a biocentric lens re kin us with other forms of life and assist us in the transition to an
ecological civilization deliberately moving away from dystopian narratives toward anticipatory imaginations of sustainable
futures this volume blends chapters by top scholars in the fields of fantasy myth and young adult literature with personal
reflections by award winning authors and illustrators of books for young audiences including shaun tan jane yolen katherine
applegate and joseph bruchac chapters cover the works of major fantasy authors such as j r r tolkien terry prachett j k rowling
china miéville barbara henderson jeanette winterson john crowley richard powers george r r martin and kim stanley robinson
they range through narratives set in the uk usa nigeria ghana pacific islands new zealand and australia across the chapters
fantasy and myth are framed as spaces where visions of sustainable futures can be designed with most detail and nuance rather
than merely criticizing the ecocidal status quo the book asks how mythic narratives and fantastic stories can mobilize resistance
around ideas necessary for the emergence of an ecological civilization
Fantasy and Myth in the Anthropocene 2022-02-24 in a world gripped by an ever worsening ecological crisis there are present
and increasing genocidal pressures on many culturally distinct social groups such as indigenous peoples this is where the
genocide ecocide nexus presents itself the destruction of ecosystems ecocide can be a method of genocide if for example
environmental destruction results in conditions of life that fundamentally threaten a social group s cultural and or physical
existence given the looming threat of runaway climate change the attendant rapid extinction of species destruction of habitats
ecological collapse and the self evident dependency of the human race on our bio sphere ecocide both natural and manmade
will become a primary driver of genocide through nine chapters of cutting edge research this book examines specific case
studies in geographical settings such as iraq sudan nigeria and brazil to highlight and analyse the crucial connections and
vectors of the genocide ecocide nexus this book will be of great value to scholars students and researchers interested in the
ecological crisis environmental justice the political economy of genocide and ecocide as well as environmental human rights the
chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal of genocide research
Struggle for the Land 1993 what can creativity achieve in an era of ecocide how are people using creative and artistic
practices to engage with and resist the destruction of life on earth what are the relationships between creativity and repair in the
face of escalating global environmental crises across twelve compelling case studies this book charts the emergence of diverse
forms of artistic practice and brings together accounts of how artists scholars and activists are creatively responding to
environmental destruction highlighting alternative approaches to creativity in both conventional art settings and daily life the
book demonstrates the major influence that ecological thought has had on contemporary creative practices these are often
more concerned with subtle processes of feeling experience and embodiment than they are with charismatic eco art works in
doing so this exploratory book develops a conception of creativity as an anti ecocide endeavour and provides timely theoretical
and practical insights on art in an age of environmental destruction
The Genocide-Ecocide Nexus 2022-02-09 as the public increasingly questioned the war in vietnam a group of american scientists
deeply concerned about the use of agent orange and other herbicides started a movement to ban what they called ecocide
david zierler traces this movement starting in the 1940s when weed killer was developed in agricultural circles and theories of
counterinsurgency were studied by the military these two trajectories converged in 1961 with operation ranch hand the joint u s
south vietnamese mission to use herbicidal warfare as a means to defoliate large areas of enemy territory driven by the idea
that humans were altering the world s ecology for the worse a group of scientists relentlessly challenged pentagon assurances of
safety citing possible long term environmental and health effects it wasn t until 1970 that the scientists gained access to
sprayed zones confirming that a major ecological disaster had occurred their findings convinced the u s government to renounce
first use of herbicides in future wars and zierler argues fundamentally reoriented thinking about warfare and environmental
security in the next forty years incorporating in depth interviews unique archival collections and recently declassified national
security documents zierler examines the movement to ban ecocide as it played out amid the rise of a global environmental
consciousness and growing disillusionment with the containment policies of the cold war era
Art and Creativity in an Era of Ecocide 2023-09-21 this ground breaking work develops theories and methods of analyzing the
united states domination of native americans through a study of the lakota society known as the sioux nation of indians two
centuries of struggle between nations and cultures during the u s expansion over north america are described utilizing policy bia
and cross cultural us lakota history with insightful additions to understanding the tetonwan sioux contributing new forms of
analysis to the study of attempted domination and destruction of native american societies the author explores the concept of
culturicide in relation to theories of genocide and cultural domination he links resistance by traditionalists and activists to
cultural survival in charts of u s and lakota policies and counter policies the study provides maps to identify struggles over land
and shows how social institutions have been used to attack lakota culture the author provides documented recent events to
illustrate contemporary lakota social life often from an insider s point of view the work provides a framework for understanding
similar conflicts for other native nations also includes maps james fenelon is dakota lakota and is assistant professor of sociology
at john carroll university bibliography index
The Invention of Ecocide 2011 theatre is a uniquely powerful site for the kind of thinking called for by the crises of climate
change encompassing academic research theatre work shopping playwriting dramaturgy and theoretical writing this book offers
a practical theoretical and critical engagement with the urgent issue of making art in the age of climate change
Culturicide, Resistance, and Survival of the Lakota 2014-06-03 this comprehensive dictionary brings together an extensive
range of definitive terms in ecological economics assembling contributions from distinguished scholars it provides an intellectual
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map to this evolving subject ranging from the practical to the philosophical
Research Theatre, Climate Change, and the Ecocide Project: A Casebook 2015-12-05 contains over thirty essays which explore
the complex contexts of political engagement family and intimate relationships friendships neighborhood community work
environment race religious and other cultural groupings that structure perceptions of women s opportunities for political
participation
Dictionary of Ecological Economics 2023-02-14 within criminology the state is often ignored as an active participant or
represented as a neutral force while state crime studies have proliferated criminologists have not paid attention to the history
and impact of resistance to state crime this book recognises that crimes of the state are far more serious and harmful than
crimes committed by individuals and considers how such crimes may be contested prevented challenged or stopped gathering
together key scholars from the uk usa asia australia and new zealand this book offers a deepened understanding of state crime
through the practical and analytical lens of resistance this book focuses on crimes ranging from gross violations of human rights
such as genocide war crimes mass killings summary executions torture harsh detention and rape during war to entrenched
discrimination unjust social policies border controls corruption fraud resource plunder and the failure to provide the regulatory
environment and principled leadership necessary to deal with global warming as the first to focus on state crime and resistance
this collection inspires new questions as it maps the contours of previously unexplored territory it is aimed at students and
academics researching state crimes resistance human rights and social movements it is also essential reading for all those
interested in joining the struggles to champion ways of living that value humanity and justice over power
Women Transforming Politics 1997-07 food is more than simple sustenance it feeds our minds as well as our bodies it nurtures
us emotionally as well as physically it holds memories in fact one of the surprising consequences of globalization and
urbanization is the expanding web of emotional attachments to farmland to food growers and to place and there is growing
affection too for home gardening and its grow your own food ethos without denying the gravity of the problems of feeding the
earth s population while conserving its natural resources seeds of resistance seeds of hope reminds us that there are many
positive movements and developments that demonstrate the power of opposition and optimism this broad collection brings to
the table a bag full of tools from anthropology sociology genetics plant breeding education advocacy and social activism by
design multiple voices are included they cross or straddle disciplinary generational national and political borders contributors
demonstrate the importance of cultural memory in the persistence of traditional or heirloom crops as well as the agency
exhibited by displaced and persecuted peoples in place making and reconstructing nostalgic landscapes including gardens from
their homelands contributions explore local initiatives to save native and older seeds the use of modern technologies to
conserve heirloom plants the bioconservation efforts of indigenous people and how genetically modified organisms gmos have
been successfully combated together they explore the conservation of biodiversity at different scales from different perspectives
and with different theoretical and methodological approaches collectively they demonstrate that there is reason for hope
State Crime and Resistance 2012-11-27 what can creativity achieve in an era of ecocide is it appropriate for creative and artistic
practices to engage with the destruction of the biosphere is resistance and regeneration even possible in the face of escalating
global environmental crises bringing together accounts of how artists and scholars are creatively responding to environmental
destruction this book re evaluates the relationships between creativity ecological crisis and political change it highlights the
growth of alternative approaches across the arts and within society and then develops an original conception of creativity as an
anti ecocide endeavour by using examples from conventional art settings and daily life
Seeds of Resistance, Seeds of Hope 2013-12-05 this collection of essays incorporates some of the most important and
longstanding foundational texts in education developed by the leading educational neo gramscian social theorist peter mclaren
Art and Creativity in an Era of Ecocide 2023 black and indigenous resistance in the americas is an essential roadmap to
understanding contemporary racial politics across the americas where openly white supremacist politics are on the rise it is the
product of a multiyear transnational research project by the anti racist research and action network of the americas in
collaboration with resistance movements confronting racial retrenchment in brazil bolivia chile colombia guatemala mexico and
the united states how did we get here and what anti racist strategies are equal to the dire task of confronting resurgent racism
this volume provides powerful answers to these pressing questions 1 it traces the making and contestation of state led racial
projects in response to black and indigenous mobilization during an era of expansion of multicultural rights in the context of
neoliberal capitalism 2 it identifies the origins and manifestations of the backlash against hard fought but hardly far reaching
gains by marginalized peoples showing that contrary to critiques of identity politics the losses and anxieties produced by the
failures of neoliberalism have been understood in racial terms 3 it distills a path forward for progressive anti racist activism in
the americas that looks beyond state centered rights seeking strategies and instead situates a critique of racial capitalism as
central to the contestation of white supremacy
Critical Theory: Rituals, Pedagogies and Resistance 2022-03-28 the golden books are a joint project by ntgent and the
berlin publisher verbrecher verlag it is a series comprising programme articles on theatre aesthetics and politics as well as
background pieces on projects by ntgent a series on both the theory and the practice of an engaged theatre of the future the art
of resistance is the fourth volume in this series it gathers speeches essays interviews and manifestos written and performed by
artists activists journalists and lawyers how can we practice solidarity fight an unjust system of imperialism and neoliberal
capitalism give a voice to the unheard with contributions from colette braeckman luanda casella maria lucia cruz correia aminata
demba douglas estevam da silva heleen debeuckelaere beatrice delvaux ulrike guerot dalilla hermans prince kihangi daniel lima
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robert menasse ogutu muraya yoonis osman nuur brunilda pali milo rau hendrik schoukens yvan sagnet lara staal terreyro
coreografico daniel fagus kairoz marc antoine vumilia harald welzer veridiana zurita all texts in english
Black and Indigenous Resistance in the Americas 2020-03-04 in this highly controversial and original work damien short
systematically rethinks how genocide is and should be defined rather than focusing solely on a narrow conception of genocide as
direct mass killing through close empirical analysis of a number of under discussed case studies including palestine sri lanka
australia and alberta canada the book reveals the key role played by settler colonialism capitalism finite resources and the
ecological crisis in driving genocidal social death on a global scale
The Art of Resistance 2020-02-04 offering a diagnostic global perspective on police brutality towards anti policing prefiguring
possibilities beyond the thin blue line raises critical questions about whether policing is needed at all and what underlying
purpose it actually serves in this post pandemic era where the grip of authoritarianism has only tightened towards anti policing
positions radical grassroots activism as a first line of critical defiance against the fear terror paradigm of policing logics and the
pervasive brutality that this form of community control represents
Redefining Genocide 2016-06-15 contesting extinctions decolonial and regenerative futures critically interrogates the discursive
framing of extinctions and how they relate to the systems that bring about biocultural loss the chapters in this multidisciplinary
volume examine approaches to ecological and social extinction and resurgence from a variety of fields including environmental
studies literary studies political science and philosophy grounding their scholarship in decolonial indigenous and counter
hegemonic frameworks the contributors advocate for shifting the discursive focus from ruin to regeneration
Towards Anti-policing 2024-02-14 in eradicating ecocide international environment lawyer and ecocide law expert polly
higgins sets out to demonstrate how our planet is fast being destroyed by the activities of corporations and governments
facilitated by compromise laws that offer insufficient deterrence she offers a solution that is radical yet pragmatic and as she
explains necessary starting with the mexican gulf oil spill a compelling reminder of the consequences of un checked ecocide
higgins advocates the introduction of an international ecocide law as the missing 5th crime against peace it would hold to
account heads of corporate bodies who are found guilty of perpetrating ecocide the opportunity to implement this law represents
a crossroads in the fate of humanity we can accept this one change and in doing so save our ecosystem for future generations or
we can continue to destroy it risking future brutal war over disappearing natural resources this is the first book to examine the
power of law to change everything higgins provides context by presenting examples of laws in other countries and in earlier
times in history which have succeeded in curtailing the power of governments corporations and banks and have triggered
change eradicating ecocide is a crash course on what laws work what doesn t and what else is required to prevent the ever
escalating destruction eradicating ecocide provides a comprehensive overview of what is required in law in order to prevent
ecocide it is a book unlike any other based on the principle of first do no harm it applies equally to global as well as smaller
communities and anyone who is involved in decision making
Contesting Extinctions 2021-11-08 landmark work illustrates the history of north american indigenous resistance and the
struggle for land rights
Eradicating Ecocide 2016-02-01 this collection of 39 articles is the most complete historical and contemporary overview of
anthropology and development available in a single volume
Struggle for the Land 2002-09 this book focuses on small scale mobilisation and everyday social movements that take the
form of grassroots resistance and solidarity initiatives through a series of case studies drawn from the uk europe india and latin
america it examines the dynamics and role of micro acts of resistance with attention to a range of themes including
organisational issues the construction of collective identity strategies tactics and participation and media representations and
public perception of small scale social movements as such it will appeal to scholars and students of sociology media and
communication and politics with interests in social movements political mobilisation and activism
Ecocide in Indochina 1970 this book explores distinct forms of civil resistance in situations of violent conflict in cases across
latin america drawing important lessons learned for nonviolent struggles in the region and beyond the authors analyse
campaigns against armed actors in situations of internal armed conflict against private sector companies that seek to exploit
natural resources and against the state in defence of housing rights to cite only some scenarios of violent conflict in which
people in latin america have organized to resist imposition by powerful actors and or confront violence and oppression each of
the nine cases studied looks at the violent context in which civil resistance took place its modality its results and the factors that
influenced these as well as the challenges faced offering useful insights for scholars and practitioners alike
Tribal Peoples and Development Issues 1988 a guide to direct action for those disillusioned with the posturing of liberal activism
the radical left is losing but it doesn t have to be that way here is the radical s guide to activist work the manual we need at this
crucial moment to organize for universal human rights a habitable earth and a more egalitarian society thoroughly exploring the
achievements and failures of radical movements throughout history from 19th century anti colonial rebellions in china and the
environmental actions of first nations and native american tribes throughout the 20th century to black lives matter and the fight
for gay liberation the two volumes of full spectrum resistance candidly advocate for direct action not just risk averse models of
protest marches and call ins with in depth histories and case studies of social justice and environmental movements noted writer
activist and farmer aric mcbay explains why passive resistance alone cannot work and how we must be prepared to do whatever
it takes to create substantial social change in volume 1 building movements and fighting to win mcbay describes the need for
resistance movements and paints a portrait of what a thriving resistance movement might look like today citing successful
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movements such as the deacons of defense of the american civil rights movement the anti colonial revolutions in guinea and
cape verde and activist groups like act up mcbay deftly illustrates how to organize activist groups and encourage enlistment
while also noting the necessary precautions one must take to secure these radical circles from infiltration and collapse
Social Movements and Everyday Acts of Resistance 2023-08-01 the authors in lost kingdom grapple with both the
catastrophe of mass animal extinction in which the panoply of earthly life is in the accelerating process of disappearing and with
the mass death of industrial animal agriculture both forms of anthropogenic violence against animals cast the anthropocene as
an era of criminality and loss driven by boundless human exceptionalism forcing a reckoning with and an urgent reimagining of
human animal relations without the sleights of hand that would lump humanity into a singular anthropos of the anthropocene
the authors recognize the differential nature of human impacts on animal life and the biosphere as a whole while affirming the
complexity of animal worlds and their profound imbrications in human cultures societies and industries confronting the reality of
the sixth mass extinction and mass animal death requires forms of narrativity that draw on traditional genres and disciplines
while signaling a radical break with modern temporalities and norms chapters in this volume reflect this challenge while
embodying the interdisciplinary nature of inquiry into non human animality at the edge of the abyss historiography cultural
anthropology post colonial studies literary criticism critical animal studies ethics religious studies anthropocene studies and
extinction studies entwine to illuminate what is arguably the greatest crisis for all creatures in the past 65 million years
Civil Resistance and Violent Conflict in Latin America 2019-01-21 climate change rapid urbanisation pandemics as well as
innovations in technologies such as blockchain ai and iot are all impacting urban space one response to such changes has been
to make cities ecologically sustainable and smart the eco smart city for instance uses networked sensing cloud and mobile
computing to optimise control and regulate urban processes and resources from real time bus information to autonomous
electric vehicles smart parking and smart street lighting such initiatives are often presented as a social and environmental good
critics however increasingly argue that technologically driven and efficiency led approaches are too simplistic to deal with the
complexities of urban life sustainability in the smart city is predominantly performed in limited ways that leave little room for
participation and citizen agency despite government efforts to integrate innovative technologies in more equitable ways more
importantly there is a growing awareness that a human centred notion of cities in which urban space is designed for and
inhabited by humans only is no longer tenable within the age of the anthropocene a term used to refer to a new geological era in
which human activity is transforming earth systems accelerating climate change and causing mass extinctions scholars and
practitioners are working generatively by acknowledging the entanglements between human and non human others including
plants animals insects as well as soil water and sensors and their data in urban life in designing more than human smart cities
renowned researchers and practitioners from urban planning architecture environmental humanities geography design arts and
computing critically explore smart cities beyond a human centred approach they respond to the complex interrelations between
human and non human others in urban space through theory policy and practice past and present and thinking speculatively
about how smart cities may evolve in the future the book makes a timely contribution to lively contemporary scientific and
political debates on genuinely sustainable smart cities
Full Spectrum Resistance, Volume One 2019-05-28 after five hundred years of conquest and social destruction he says any
useful reflection must come to terms with the political state of indian affairs and the political hopes and visions for recovering
the health and well being of indian communities does christian theology have a positive role to play
Lost Kingdom: Animal Death in the Anthropocene 2024-03-12 edmund husserl s ideas informed by kant s critiques constituted a
point of departure when rereading philosophical problems of subject and subjectivity in his phänomenologie und egologie 1961
63 jan broekman revealed how husserl analysed the split ego notion in kant s vision which became fundamental for his
phenomenology the form and function of subjectivity were likewise positioned in psychiatry and literature as well as in aesthetics
as jan broekman s texts on cubism demonstrated problems of language unfolded in studies on topics ranging from the texts of
ezra pound to the dialogic insights of martin buber all of which were involved in the development of semiotics two themes
accompanied these insights the notion and later parisian mainstream called structuralism and the urgent need to arrive at
deeper insights into the links between marxism and phenomenology central language concepts also played a part as early as
1986 jan broekman published on semiology and medical discourse and in 1992 on neurosemiotics before addressing the link
between speech act and legal as well as social freedom in 1993 in all these works the subject and the atmosphere of subjectivity
were essential aspects in addition to his writing jan broekman gave courses on current philosophical issues law and medicine
until retiring in 1996 and in his intertwinements of law and medicine revisited subjectivity aspects while also offering a synthetic
view in this festschrift in honour of jan broekman the contributions address the analogue digital dichotomy in semiotics the
multicultural self in language and semiotics semiology and legal discourse the legal subject and the atmosphere of subjectivity
intertwinements of law and medicine the semiotics of law in legal education signs in law and legal discourse making meaning in
law and legal speech acts
Designing More-than-Human Smart Cities 2024-06-04 this anthology is a philosophical reader on racism sexism
heterosexism and classism with a distinct theoretical framework that provides coherence and cohesion to the readings the book
is framed by a model of racism sexism heterosexism and classism that understands these phenomena as interlocking systems of
oppression resting upon this oppression model are two sets of theories one concerned with the phenomenon of privilege the
companion of oppression and the other with resistance the response to oppression
Spirit and Resistance 2004 in biopolitics of the more than human joseph pugliese examines the concept of the biopolitical
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through a nonanthropocentric lens arguing that more than human entities from soil and orchards to animals and water are
actors and agents in their own right with legitimate claims to justice examining occupied palestine guantánamo and sites of us
drone strikes in afghanistan pakistan somalia and yemen pugliese challenges notions of human exceptionalism by arguing that
more than human victims of war and colonialism are entangled with and subject to the same violent biopolitical regimes as
humans he also draws on indigenous epistemologies that invest more than human entities with judicial standing to argue for an
ethico legal framework that will enable the realization of ecological justice bringing the more than human world into the purview
of justice pugliese makes visible the ecological effects of human war that would otherwise remain outside the domains of
biopolitics and law
The Rearguard of Subjectivity 2023-09-02 native americans and the environment brings together an interdisciplinary group
of prominent scholars whose works continue and complicate the conversations that shepard krech started in the ecological
indian hailed as a masterful synthesis and yet assailed as a problematic political tract shepard krech s work prompted significant
discussions in scholarly communities and among native americans rather than provide an explicit assessment of krech s thesis
the contributors to this volume explore related historical and contemporary themes and subjects involving native americans and
the environment reflecting their own research and experience at the same time they also assess the larger issue of
representation the essays examine topics as divergent as pleistocene extinctions and the problem of storing nuclear waste on
modern reservations they also address the image of the ecological indian and its use in natural history displays alongside a
consideration of the utility and consequences of employing such a powerful stereotype for political purposes the nature and
evolution of traditional ecological knowledge is examined as is the divergence between belief and practice in native resource
management geographically the focus extends from the eastern subarctic to the northwest coast from the great lakes to the
great plains to the great basin
Oppression, Privilege, and Resistance 2004
Biopolitics of the More-Than-Human 2020-10-23
Native Americans and the Environment 2007-03
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